Landgoed overcinge

For sale is a national monumental estate, located in rural
Havelte, the pearl of Drenthe.
The estate measuring over five hectares (12.35 Acres)
consists of a driveway, gatehouse and courtyard, main
building in classical style, attached farmhouse, barns,
bakehouse, park garden, meadow, drawbridge and garden
house in neo-Renaissance style.
The building has been inhabited for centuries by noble
families and is an idyllic place to fulfill all living
requirements.
In addition, there are many possibilities for exploitation that,
whether or not in combination with the residential
destination, can be developed into successful business
operations.
The destination has been widened in preparation for the sale,
thus guaranteeing opportunities for further development of
the estate.
The estate has an NSW (Natuurschoonwet Act 1928)
status. This is a classification of an area of outstanding
natural beauty, and offers many tax benefits. The national
monument status offers possibilities for subsidies and
low-interest financing.
Possibilities for advice and guidance in the entire follow-up
process by Bureau Hylkema Erfgoed.

FOR SALE
NATIONAL MONUMENTAL ESTATE
With a special history
And possibilities for a glamorous
and successful future.

Asking Price: By request.
Serious enquiries only please!

ESTATE overcinge
Landgoed
overcinge
exploitatiON POSSIBILITIES
exploitatiemogelijkheden
General Information:
Address:
Township:
Cadastral Township:
Cad. Section No:
Monument :
Construction year:
Plot size:
Used area:
Volume:
Rooms:
Present use:
Future destination:
Construction destination:

Linthorst Homanlaan 1, 7971 RK Havelte
Westerveld
Havelte
H/4723
Rijksmonument 21027 (house and farm), 507516 (theehouse) Status: NSW status
1,669
53,868 m2 / 579,830 square feet
1,503 m2 / 16,178 square feet
7,134 m3 / 251,934.8 cubic feet
20 total, of which are 10 bedrooms
Catering industry/residential / building destination
Residential, catering, hotel, clinic, recreational living, wellness.
Expansion of 1,500 m2. / 16,145 square feet
Ref: reallocation investigation Hylkema en principle decision B&W Westerveld

Destination en exploitation possibilities:
Estate Overcinge is a national monumental ensemble, located in rural
Havelte, the Pearl of Drenthe, with lots of possibilities for future
expansion.
The estate is currently being used as an exclusive location for
conferences, meetings, weddings and parties. Within the current
destination (catering / living) there is already a possibility for an
additional building to be constructed. For the purpose of future
exploitation, a request has been submitted for an expansion of the
planning possibilities for development and also for an expansion of the
business destination.
In close consultation with the municipality of Westerveld, a reallocation
study was carried out by the Hylkema Heritage Office. This has resulted
in various scenarios for future use with a substantial possibility for
expansion. On May 14, 2019, the Board of Mayor and lawmakers agreed
in principle and under certain conditions to the proposed spatial
development as described in the memorandum entitled 'Findings of
re-use scenarios Estate Overcinge'.
Possibilities for future use:
Exclusive living, both as a whole and in several units.
Residential destination for special target groups (eg healthcare).

MONUMENTAL
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Luxury recreation apartments.
Extensive hotel program, especially in the higher segment.
Private clinic or care hotel.
Luxury group accommodations.
These can be classified as a regular residential destination, business
operation or a combination thereof.
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Redevelopment study
The Redevelopment Estate Overcinge report describes various scenarios. One of these is the preferred
scenario for an extensive hotel program. This scenario serves as an example and guide for future
development opportunities. An extensive hotel program is an obvious scenario, but other scenarios are
also possible.

Example extensive hotel program:

In addition to the existing buildings, there are opportunities for new buildings at various locations on the
estate:


In the meadow, on a new building site "the Green Room".
A footprint of 576 m2 (6,200 sf.). Number of floors: two or three.



Next to the farm a building with a footprint of 144 m2 (1,550 sf.)



Opposite the main building a wing with 216 m2 (2,325 sf.) footprint, two to two and half floors.
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Further information in the Land Reuse Landing Overcinge Report by Bureau Hylkema Erfgoed.
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Location and accessibility
• Landgoed Overcinge is located at the Linthorst Homanlaan 1 te Havelte.
• The house is surrounded by forrest and meadows in a very natural surrounding.
• There is ample parking space available.
• The location is surrounded by recreative walking and cycling routes.
Facilities in the area:
The center of Havelte is within walking distance.
Golfclub Havelte: within a 5-minutes drive
Within a 15-minute drive:
• Giethoorn (800.000 visitors, 2015) dist. 12 km
• National Park Dwingelerveld (609.000 unique visitorss, 2015)
• National Park Weerribben-Wieden (approx 1.5 miljoen visitors, 2017)
• National Park Drentse Friese Wold (469.000 unique visitors, 2015)
Accessibility: The location can be reached within 10 minutes by car from Steenwijk and Meppel.
Actual hotel offer of the Township Westerveld
There are 10 hotels in total in the municipality of
Westerveld (2018), with a combined capacity of 216 rooms.
The middle segment is best represented, with five hotels. The
high segment of the hotel supply in the Westerveld municipality
is underrepresented, with two hotels in the four-star segment
and no hotels in the five-star segment.
The municipality of Westerveld will support and facilitate
initiatives for the development of a hotel in the high segment.

In de region


The wellness offer at the various estates, castles and
possessions in the region is limited.



Almost all the estates, castles and possessions in the region
offer wedding possibilities.



Tourism in the region is growing.



Especially in Giethoorn (12 km) there is a very strong growth
of foreign tourism.
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Considerations for the development of the Overcinge hotel estate:


Possibility of expansion with an indicative 1500 m2 (16,1455 sf.)



Future number of rooms (depending on room area) ranging from 50 to 80 rooms



Room rental for tourists (very touristic region)



Rental for multiple day business meetings (conferences or symposiums)



Rental for multiple day business meetings (conferences or symposiums)



Room rental in combination with group accommodations. There is a large rental demand for groups of 30
persons and over



Regular room rental in combination with elderly- or nursing home

Explanation
In its current function, Landgoed Overcinge is operated as a
party and meeting location and as a luxury group
accommodation.
Weddings:
Overcinge is a unique wedding location and has experienced a
strong growth in the number of weddings. Additional revenue
growth is possible through further growth in number and by
increasing the average revenue amount per wedding (triple the
number of hotel rooms)
Business market:
The expansion of the number of hotel rooms will also increase
the number of multi-day business meetings. Due to the limited
number of rooms in the current setting, the emphasis is
currently on one-day events. Strong sales growth is possible
here.
Luxury groups accommodation:
The demand for luxury group accommodation for larger
groups is rising sharply. The emphasis is on the weekends and
public holidays. This combines well with the business meetings
during the week.
Stylish funerals:
There is also an increasing demand in the funeral industry for
stylish and personal funerals. Overcinge is a perfect location for
this, due to the landscape setting, the historic ambience, the
beautiful large hall and the stylish reception rooms. This
growing market is favorable because it concerns "last-minute
planning", which is a good addition to existing rentals for
group accommodation, weddings and business meetings.
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Other possible opportunities:


Exclusive living:
Both as a whole, with possibilities to realize all conceivable housing wishes, or in several units, for
example for the purpose of occupation by several residents / couples.



Housing destination for special target groups (eg healthcare)
For example, luxury healthcare apartments with customized care. Can be
combined with one of the other functions if required.



Luxury recreation-apartements
Could be combined with one of the other functions if required.



Private clinic or nursing home
Landgoed Overcinge is also a very suitable location for a private clinic.
Examples are the Independent Treatment Center (clinic with
treatment facilities) or a lighter variant such as a private clinic.
For example, it is possible to situate the facilities in the
existing buildings and to realize the rooms (overnight stay
of clients) in additional new buildings, with all facilities
tailor-made. Due to the closed location, a care hotel can also
be envisaged, for example for rehabilitation after surgery,
either in a regular hospital or in a ZBC. This makes it possible
to expand the total package of a large clinic that can be used
to provide even more complete care. In the northern region,
the number of private clinics is still underrepresented. The
destination clinic or nursing home fits in with the future
vision of Landgoed Overcinge and is positively assessed by
the municipality of Westerveld.



Luxury groep accommodation:
For example, to develop in "The Green Room" and
possibly to combine with one of the other functions.

For all destinations, a substantial expansion is possible by
means of additions, spread over several wings and / or
buildings.
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Future development
The reallocation investigation submitted with the outline request is a initial and general exploration. The
findings of the initial request can therefore be broadly regarded as a guideline with regards to the
feasibility of the different scenarios. In this way a potential buyer gains a global insight into the possible
development options of the estate. If a new party actually wants to continue to develop the estate, a
detailed spatial outline plan will have to be drawn up. The findings on the initial request can be used as
a starting point.
The historical characteristics of the estate will be a source of inspiration for this.

Follow-up process
As a renowned agency with a great deal of knowledge
and expertise in the field of re-use and development,
Bureau Hylkema Erfgoed is a very suitable partner for
supervising the follow-up process. After a successful
completion of the redevelopment investigation, the
municipality expressed a positive opinion on the intended
redevelopment.

Financial facilities
Because this is a nationally-listed Monument complex,
there are interesting opportunities for subsidies and for
low-interest financing of restoration and preservation of
historic buildings. If desired, the Hylkema Heritage
Agency can advise and guide a new owner or operator.

Contact:
Mr. Ronny Drappier
sipreal@gmail.com
+1 868 750-7127
+1 868 648-4929
For a digital tour:
Video-presentation Estate Overcinge:
https://youtu.be/7i5LkFpeYsQ
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